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Résumé. 2014 La dynamique des solutions de polyélectrolyte a été étudiée au moyen du diffractomètre à écho de spin
pour des vecteurs d’onde q voisins du maximum du facteur de structure statique (qm). La dépendance en q du coeffi-
cient de diffusion D(q) décroît rapidement pour q  qm, et est à peu près constante pour q &#x3E; qm. Toutes ces pro-

priétés peuvent être comprises au moyen d’une nouvelle description des corrélations, basée : i) sur la notion d’un
trou de corrélation, de diamètre 03BE = aØ-1/2 ; ii) des chaînes localement rigides avec une longueur de persistance
b = aØ-1 (où Ø est la fraction en volume du polymère et a la taille du monomère).

Abstract. 2014 The dynamics of polyelectrolyte solutions have been studied using a neutron spin echo spectrometer
for wave vectors q around the maximum of the static structure factor (qm). The q dependent diffusion coefficient
D(q) decreases sharply below q = qm, and is nearly constant above qm. All these features can be understood in terms
of a new picture for the correlations, based on : i) the notion of a correlation hole, of diameter 03BE = aØ-1/2 ;
ii) locally rigid chains with a persistence length b = aØ-1 (where Ø is the polymer volume fraction and a the
monomer size).
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Polyelectrolyte solutions without salt constitute one
of the most mysterious states of condensed matter.
Early models represented these solutions as a crystal
of rods [1] ] but the absence of Bragg peaks in the
neutron diffraction pattern [2] points towards a liquid
state. To improve our understanding of these liquids,
we have performed a quasi-elastic neutron scattering
study, which probes the motions at frequencies
0) fOOt,; 10$ s-1 (~c~ ~ 5 x 10- 8 eV) and at wave vectors
q N 0.05 A -1. The data show a remarkable variation
of the inelastic linewidth, and have led us to a complete
reexamination of both static and dynamic scattering
functions.

1. Inelastic scattering experiments. - The neutron
beam (from the Grenoble high flux reactor, average
wavelength 8.3 A ± 8 %) is scattered by a sample of
sulfonated polystyrene (Mw = 260.000), in D20, at
an SPS concentration 4.78 % by weight. The counter
ion is Na+. In a second experiment, sodium bromide
1.5 molar is added to the solution.

The time-dependent correlation function S(q, t)
measured by spin echo [3] is roughly exponential,
defining a relaxation time i(q). We show on figure 1
the effective diffusion coefficient D(q) = (q2 t(q))-l :
this is seen to decrease strongly upon increasing q at
low q, and to become constant at high q. The diffusion
coefficient with added salt, on the other hand, is

nearly constant (7.4 x 10-’ cm2js).

2. Static correlations without salt. - The coherent
structure factor S(q) has been measured on carefully
purified, salt-free SPS solutions [2]. At large q (q~ &#x3E; 1),
where ~ = a~-1~2 is an average distance between

neighbouring chains [4] and a the monomer size, the
scattering power is typical of a single rod

At smaller q’s (q~  1), the intensity S(q) drops below,
the single rod value S,,(q). There is thus a peak at
q = qm, where qm(~) ^r ~ 1~2 from the data of refe-
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Fig. 1. - Effective diffusion coefficient D(q) for a sulfonated PS
solution in D20 weight fraction = 4.78 %. A : solution without
salt; 0 : solution with 1.5 M NaBr.

rence [2]. We point out however that his peak is not
the analog of a short range order peak in a classical
liquid where ~(~m) ~ Ss(qm). The present peak is
more reminiscent of the correlation hole effect discuss-
ed by one of us for polymer melts where each chain
carries a labelled region [5]. In both systems the bulk
compressibility is very small, and S(q = 0) ~ S(qm).
Each polyelectrolyte chain is surrounded by a corre-
lation tube, from which other chains are strongly
expelled. The radius of the tube is the screening length
,,-1 ; as discussed in reference [4], the screening length
scales like the interchain distance in salt-free poly-
electrolytes ,,- 1 ~ ~. We are thus led to the following
form for the correlation function Sd(q) between
different chains :

Here ~(~) is the form factor for the correlation tube.
Incompressibility imposes ~p(0) = 1. Also 9(x) -~ 0

for large x. In practice we use lp(x) = (1 + x’) - ’
but the exact form is not important for what follows.
Finally :

We must now specify Ss(q) for q~  1. The authors of
reference [4] postulated that, in the isotropic liquid
phase, each chain would have a persistence length
b = ~. More recently, Odijk proposed a much larger
value [6] : b = ç2/a = ao-’. He assumed that chain
flexibility is controlled entirely by counterion screen-
ing. Another contribution to the flexibility comes
from random collisions between one chain and its

neighbours as shown on figure 2. To analyse it, we
divide each chain into electrical subunits, of length
equal to the screening length, each carrying g = ~

Fig. 2. - One test chain in the polyelectrolyte sees random forces
from neighbouring subunits and becomes weakly bent. Inclusion
of this effect leads to a persistence length (b) qualitatively similar to
the Odijk prediction [6].

monomers. One subunit near the test chain gives a
Coulomb force [7] :

(e = charge per monomer, s = dielectric constant.
We take e2/EakT ~ 1, corresponding to the strong
coupling limit). The total force experienced by the
subunit on the test chain vanishes, on the average,
but the average square does not vanish, because of
concentration fluctuations in the surrounding medium.

Here 60 is the fluctuation of concentration measured
in one subunit volume ~3, and is obtained from the

osmotic compressibility do _ ~/~r[4].dir /

We now consider the angle 0 between two consecutive
units of the test chain, balancing the intrachain Cou-
lomb repulsion between them and the interchain
random force f. The result is :

and the associated persistence length b = ç/ 02 &#x3E;
agrees with Odijk. Thus we should consider each
chain as a sequence of rods each of length b (baton-
nets). This gives an intrachain structure factor :

Inserting this into eq. (3), we arrive at a total scatter-
ing power S(q) with the following features : i) S(O) = 1
in agreement with osmotic data [4]. ii) In the range
b-1  q  ~ - ’, S(q) increases linearly with q. iii)
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there is a maximum at q = qm ~ ç-l = ~ ~’ .
iiii) For ~ ~&#x3E; qm, S(q) decreases like (qa)-1. All these
properties agree rather well with the data of refe-
rence [2].
Note that eqs. (3, 8) differ strongly from the predic-

tions of a generalized Debye-Huckel theory (Ran-
dom phase approximation). For instance

in RPA. It is not acceptable to treat the large charges
(ge) by Debye-Huckel procedures.
We end up this section by some remarks on the

existence of an isotropic liquid phase. We have
charges (ge) separated by distances ~, and interacting
through Coulomb forces which are not strongly
screened for such distances. The corresponding coupl-
ing constant is u = (ge)2/(E~kT) = g. When u is
smaller than a certain characteristic number Me ( ~ 100),
we know from computer studies on Coulomb systems
that the charges do not make a periodic crystal. Thus
the liquid pic phase is favoured when g  u: 1 or
4&#x3E; &#x3E; U;2. At lower concentrations (and with long
enough chains) we might have a crystal. Concerning
a nematic phase : each batonnet, with it’s strong
repulsive forces, is sterically equivalent to a hard

cylinder, of length b, diameter ~, and axial ratio

p = ~ ~ l/J-l/2. For a densely packed system of
batonnets, nematic order is expected [9] if p &#x3E; 8.
This would occur only if l/J  1/64. Of course these
estimates are very rough, but they do give us some
explanation for the stability of the isotropic phase.

3. Dynamical effects. - In the q -~ 0 limit, we may
apply the Kawasaki-Ferrell formula for the diffusion
coefficient [10] :

where S(r) is the spatial correlation function, and the
factor (6 1t’1s r) -1 describes backflow effects in a

solvent of viscosity ’18. (More complicated forms

incorporating counterion friction can be constructed,
but they do not alter the main features.) The function
S(r) drops to zero at r 3~, and is proportional to
r- 2 at small r (rigid rod behaviour). This gives a large
diffusion coefficient :

comparable to the diffusion constant for a single
monomer. Photon beat data extrapolated to the low
salt limit [11] ] give values in this range (10-6 to

10- 5 cm2 Is).
At higher q values (qb &#x3E; 1) we may still roughly

characterize the dynamics by a q-dependent diffusion
coefficient [1] ]

1-1

where kTS -1 (q) measures the strength of the restor-
ing forces for a fluctuation 60, of wave vector q, and
Jl(q) is the corresponding mobility. Our central remark
here is that J1(q) is not dominated by backflow effects
(as it is for neutral, flexible chains), but rather by
rigidity effects. A batonnet of length b subjected to
forces which are spatially modulated at a wavelength
2 7r/~ smaller than b, sees a total force which nearly
cancels out : only a half wavelength remains uncancell-
ed on the average, and this leads to a reduction factor
of order (qb)-1. Thus we are led to :
..._.... , ._ .. , 1 .. _, -’--,

Eqs. (11, 12) give two regimes : for b-1  q  ~-1,
we expect a rapid decrease of the diffusion coefficient :

in qualitative agreement with the spin echo data.

For q~ &#x3E; 1, we predict :

independent of q, as is observed. We clearly need more
measurements to check the power laws (versus q and ~)
in eqs. (13, 14). But on the whole, we conclude that an
acceptable description of the isotropic phase of

polyelectrolytes without salt can be based on : (1)
the Odijk prediction for the rigidity, (2) a correlation
hole picture, (3) modified Kawasaki-Ferrell dyna-
mics for rigid rods. With added salt, the properties
have not yet been analysed ; the coincidence between
D values with and without salt at high q may be
accidental, but the strong reduction of D(q = 0) by
salt clearly reflects mainly the known increase of

S(q = 0) induced by screening [2].
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